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Introduction

The emergence of relationship marketing (RM) as a field of study has led to an improved understanding and management of customer relationships (Zhang, Watson, Palmatier, & Dant, 2016), a shift from transactional marketing to an era of relationships (Coviello, Brodie, & Munro, 1997), and permanent changes for marketing practice (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, & Evans, 2006). RM is now an established field of research, focusing on the generation of knowledge relating to the initiation, maintenance and enhancement of
mutually beneficial relationships between customers and firms (Gummerus, von Koskull, & Kowalkowski, 2017).

Recent commentary, however, has challenged the extent to which RM research continues to drive truly impactful advances in knowledge. O’Malley (2014) asserts that RM research perpetuates a management-orientation, which views customers as passive recipients rather than active agents in interactions and subsequent value creation. In this scenario, value is predefined by the firm and transferred to the customer at the point of delivery (Zeithaml, 1988). This is in contrast with contemporary perspectives such as the customer-dominant logic, which conceptualizes value as arising from consumers’ embedding products, services and experiences within their daily lives (Heinonen and Strandvik, 2015). Within the RM literature, the value for the firm in building relationships with customers is clearly documented. For instance, Palmatier et al.’s (2006) meta-analytic framework of RM antecedents and mediators highlights outcomes of effective RM, such as customer loyalty and positive word of mouth communication. What is less evident within the RM literature, is where the value of relationships with firms lies for consumers. Tobaccowala and Jones (2018) suggest that customers are not interested in building relationships, but are only concerned with brands providing them with the products, services and experiences they need to achieve their goals. This perspective presents relationship marketing theory with a perplexing problem: how can it remain relevant in a marketplace where consumers seek greater autonomy?

Moreover, Payne and Frow (2017) observe that much RM research overlooks recent developments in technology and its impact on customers’ relationships with firms. Specifically, the ubiquity of smart connected devices alters both the context and dynamics of customer relationships with firms (Payne and Frow, 2017). Simultaneously, analysts predict that by 2020, there will be around 20.8 billion globally connected devices (Servion...
Global Solutions, 2018) with individuals managing 85% of their relationships with firms
without any human interaction (Gartner, 2011). Porter and Heppelmann (2015) add that
smart, connected products mean engagement with customers involves a continuous open
dialogue. They suggest that such devices are the conduit to delivering value because
devices are connected, so relationships with customers are always ongoing. Additionally,
the nature of interactions will move from traditional textual and/or visual communications
to voice activated communications, facilitated through mediated devices (Jones, 2018).
This shift from how relationships have been traditionally built inevitably requires firms
to access more emotional, sensorial and social responses from customers.

Similarly, Hong and Wang (2009) argue that our understanding of the interplay
between RM constructs such as trust and commitment requires reassessment. They add
that as these technologies become ubiquitous, connected and seamless, they allow
customers to build relationships with firms in the absence of a lengthy time period.
Furthermore, social media technologies present fresh and dynamic ways for firms to
connect with customers by improving interactions and building stronger relationships
(Kim & Ko, 2012). However conversely, they inherently facilitate fact track style
relationships which may be weaker in bond ties (Donath & Boyd, 2004) and subsequently
easier to terminate. These trends have the potential to empower and embolden consumers,
such that they take an increasingly active role in value creation (Balaji & Roy, 2017).

The exponential growth in technology presents marketers with abundant new
opportunities to connect with consumers. However, it also creates abundant challenges
around cultivating relationships as it further weakens the extent to which consumers can
be thought of as ‘passive’ recipients of RM activities (O’Malley, 2014). It is therefore not
surprising that a joint practitioner-academic consultation has identified “examining how
the Internet of Things and smart services can enhance the customer experience and
influence relationships between customers and service providers” as a key area of focus (Ostom, Parasuraman, Bowen, Patricio, & Voss, 2015, p. 143). However, current RM theory has adopted a fragmented rather than holistic approach to understanding the role of technology in building customer relationships (Steinhoff, Arli, Weaven, & Kozlenkova, 2019). Consequentially, in order for RM to remain relevant in this dramatically changing landscape, more research is required which takes a customer led perspective on relationships. In addition, we need to acknowledge that technology is no longer the facilitator of firm to customer relationships but has become a primary relationship driver.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to conceptualize the extent to which RM can be repurposed as customer led, in order to strengthen its theoretical and practical position in a technology-centric landscape where consumers are empowered. This is needed to address the dominant firm-orientation within prior works (e.g. Palmatier et al., 2006). Correspondingly, it must also reflect the technological context within which marketplace relationships now exist. We achieve our aim in three main ways. First, we draw upon the customer experience construct and associated theory to reconceptualize RM by positioning the firm’s actions within the consumer’s world. Second, we integrate extant knowledge regarding the impact of technology on consumers’ experiences and subsequent relationships. Third, we present five key propositions derived from our review with corresponding supporting tenets from the extant literature. Fourth, we propose a new definition of RM based on our reconceptualization and expand our propositions into a renewed RM research agenda and managerial implications.
A customer experience view of relationship marketing

The benefits of building long-term customer relationships over discrete exchanges have been well documented since the 1980s (Berry, 1983; Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987). In the 1990s, researchers were hailing RM as a new paradigm shift (Grönroos, 1994; Coviello et al., 1997) and focusing on effective management of customer trust and commitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) and retaining customers through loyalty programmes (Hart, Smith, Sparks, and Tsokas, 1999). It was assumed that the firm was the active party driving the relationship and the customer was the passive recipient. However, in the late 1990s, the Experience Economy emerged based on offering customers desirable experiences as a way of building advantage through involving them in creating their own value (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). Recent literature has moved away from the functionality of building strong relationships to staging customer experiences (CE) which can have a transformative effect on customers (Kim, Beckman, & Agogino, 2018). Firms have recognized the importance of CE by employing dedicated CE managers and focusing on the large variety of touchpoints that comprise a customer’s journey with a firm (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Trivedi (2019) observes that businesses now offer customers experiences to build strong relationships. Keiningham et al. (2017) argue that CE drives customers’ commitment to firms and is also influenced by customers’ evolving commitment throughout multiple or continued interactions.

Scholars define CE in multi-dimensional terms as encompassing customers’ cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial and social responses to their interactions with firms, products or brands (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Interactions and associated responses accumulate over time, and include direct contacts with a firm, its representatives or its offering, and indirect interactions outside the control of the firm, such as discussing a firm with another customer, or reading a product review (Verhoef et al. 2009). The multiple
interactions comprising CE encompass many of the antecedents of effective RM, identified in prior studies as tools available to firms (Palmatier et al., 2006), such as marketing communications (Rosengren & Dahlén, 2015) and loyalty schemes (Meyer-Waarden, 2008). Other empirically established antecedents and mediators of effective RM activity by firms constitute customers’ responses to their interactions with the firm, be they cognitive, emotional, social or behavioral. For instance, Chai and Dibb (2014) highlight the impact of consumers developing cognitive and affective trust in their relationships with financial service providers. Moreover, positive CE and successful RM activity are understood to drive common benefits for the firm, such as loyalty, satisfaction, retention and positive word of mouth communication (Maklan & Klaus, 2011; Lemke, Clark, & Wilson, 2011).

Logically, then, applying a CE lens to the concept of a relationship between a consumer and a firm addresses the firm-centricity inherent in much RM research (O’Malley, 2014). It positions the relationship as a connection between the consumer and the firm that is perceived by the consumer rather than assumed by the firm. It results from the consumer’s direct and indirect interactions with the firm and their subsequent multi-dimensional responses. We therefore offer our first proposition:

*P1: Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.*
Table 1 P1 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Customer Led

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 1</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.</td>
<td>Creating superior experiences is a way of encouraging customers to interact with firms and build a relationship.</td>
<td>Verhoef et al. 2009, Scholz and Duffy, 2018, Scholz and Smith, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CE-enabled direct and indirect interactions between customers and firms builds more enduring consumer relationships.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers are willing to make the effort to engage with firms if these interactions lead to perceived benefits, which also creates beneficial outcomes for the firm such as satisfaction and loyalty.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Helkkula et al. 2012, Maklan and Klaus, 2011, Lemke et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value is considered to be a central concept in the study and practice of relationship marketing (Payne & Holt, 2001). Earlier studies tend to focus on value to the firm (Payne & Holt, 2001; Grönroos, 2000). Customer value was assumed to be predetermined by the firm, deriving from the firm’s offering and activities (Helkkula, Kelleher, & Pihlström, 2012). As early as the late 1990s, the importance of identifying customer-driven customer value, by examining how customers use products in their own world, had been recognised (Woodruff, 1997). However, this was before the technologies were available to capture this data in real time. Customer value was initially based on economic value and utility of the product (Zeithaml, 1988). However as the interest in customer perceived value grew, it was conceptualized as a multi-dimensional and phenomenological concept which transcends economic value and includes emotional, sensorial and experiential elements (Helkkula et al. 2012; Tynan, McKechnie, & Hartley, 2014; Weidmann, Labenz, Haase, & Hennigs, 2017).
Customer experience provides a rich context for the multi-dimensional elements of value to be realized. Value in the experience has been conceptualized as both personal and social (Helkkula et al. 2012). While value can be uniquely subjective, it can also take the form of social capital which can be shared with others in a customer’s network. This relational dimension of social capital resides in relationship marketing concepts such as trust and trustworthiness (Naphiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Thus, social capital can be considered a value driver in consumer-firm relationships. The concept of value networks reflects that value is no longer contained within the firm-customer dyad but created and distributed within a wider ecosystem of firms, customers and other stakeholders (Helkkula et al. 2012) made more accessible through technology. Indeed, a complicating factor arises in an increasingly technological environment where, for example, social networking sites enable users to maintain weak relational ties quite easily, quickly and at little to no cost (Neves & Fonseca, 2015, Donath & Boyd 2004). This subsequently presents new challenges for establishing long term meaningful relationships with customers.

Within the value network, firms engage in targeted interactions with consumers, for example, through social media and relational communications. This contributes to the consumer’s overall experience and can lead to trusting relationships and customer loyalty for the organization (Ahuja & Alavi, 2018). The extent to which such interactions are viewed as representative of a relationship depends upon the consumers’ responses to both these and prior interactions. Consumers might, for instance, welcome firm-initiated contact and perceive it as cementing their relationship. Alternatively, such attempts at interaction might be ignored by consumers, perhaps because they feel no connection to the firm or have not experienced value in the relationship. Indeed, relationship value has mainly been studied as a phenomenon occurring in a business to business context.
(Skarmeas, Zeriti, & Baltas, 2016; Ehret, 2004), perhaps implying that consumers do not seek value in relationships with firms. In order for consumers to perceive the relationship to exist, firms need to consider how to design interactions which enable customers to attain the most meaningful types of value for themselves. Consequently, we offer our second proposition:

\textit{P2: Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 2</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textit{Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.}</td>
<td>Firms can use multisensory marketing to create unique experiences which provide customer perceived value and brand strength.</td>
<td>Wiedmann et al. 2018 Tynan et al. 2014 Petit et al. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When firms give tools to customers to create their own value, customers will reciprocate by giving value to the firm, thus creating a relationship based on mutual benefit.</td>
<td>Ahuja and Alavi, 2018 Itani et al. 2019 Scholz and Duffy, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer-firm interactions take place within wider value networks which means that value from the experience is not only dyadic (between customer and firm) but can be shared across the network.</td>
<td>Helkkula et al. 2012 Steinhoff et al. 2019 Ehret, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next section, we examine the different ways in which technology is impacting relationship marketing and put forward three further propositions for consideration.
Transforming relationship marketing in the technology-infused ecosystem

The increasing accessibility of technology is dramatically changing how consumers and firms interact in an integrated (physical, digital and social) service ecosystem (Bolton et al., 2018). Relatedly, research has tentatively explored the role of online relationship marketing (ORM) activities and how they might facilitate relationship marketing objectives (Boateng, 2019). However, despite the resultant advances in knowledge, focussing solely on ORM is in itself limiting. The pace of innovation has accelerated such that a seamless and connected ecosystem of distinct yet complementary technologies has emerged, through which customers can transform their experiences and control their relationships (Bolton et al., 2018).

Reflecting developments in technology, prior empirical works have explored the impact of novel technologies on the CE. For example, Tung and Au (2018) and Kuo Chen, & Tseng (2017) study tourists’ responses to their interaction with robots deployed in hotels while van Esch et al., (2019) and Balaji and Roy (2017) investigate the impact of augmented reality and the Internet of Things (IoT) on CE. Digital sensory marketing tools such as haptic devices can lead to affective reactions online and increased closeness between consumers and brands (Petit, Velasco, & Spence, 2019). This arguably enhances a firm’s ability to appeal to customers’ senses by stimulating them at points along their journey. Empirical studies of the impact of novel technologies on consumer-firm relationships are few, though nascent findings suggest potentially meaningful influences of technology on consumers’ perceptions of their relationships with firms (e.g. Camarero, Garrido, & San Jose, 2018).

Current knowledge is, however, limited by the focus within these studies on a single technology, rather than the ecosystem of integrated technologies available to consumers and marketers (Steinhoff et al., 2019). Marketers can capitalize on these technological
developments to add value to interactions, increase profitability and improve services (Wang, Head, & Archer, 2000). Itani, Kassar, and Correia Loureiro (2019) argue that as customer are social beings, they seek to effect social influence through the communities and networks in which they operate. Technology and digital ecosystems amplify a consumer’s ability to exert and maximise this social influence. Itani et al. (2019) further add that these networked relational interactions which present in the form of referrals and knowledge sharing, ultimately create value for both the customer and the firm. However, arguably, it is no longer sufficient to simply exploit technology to add value to the relationship (Kim et al., 2018). We contend that firms need to utilize technologies which are now integrated and infused (van Doorn et al., 2017), to transform consumers’ interactions by enabling active participation in the experience creation process, thus deriving our third proposition:

**P3: The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.**

Table 3 P3 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 3</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.</td>
<td>A more integrated technological environment changes how consumers are interacting with firms in the service ecosystem and how firms can achieve relational objectives.</td>
<td>Bolton et al., 2018 Boateng, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships are now built within the digital ecosystem whereby emergent integrated and connected technologies can transform customer experiences.</td>
<td>Bolton et al 2019 Camarero et al., 2018</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developments in the digital ecosystem allows firms to add value to customer interactions and thus, improve relationships. Wang et al., 2000

Kim et al., 2018,

As firms integrate novel technologies within their operations, the role of the firm within relationships evolves as elements of relationship development and management are increasingly delegated to technology-based applications (Lo & Campos, 2018). Traditional CRM systems that deploy intelligent technologies to guide firms around how best to develop and strengthen relationships with customers (Sheth, 2017), are being superseded by tools that autonomously determine and orchestrate those techniques. In this context, consumers will be building relationships with devices and objects that have “agency, autonomy, and authority” and therefore possess “their own unique capacities for interaction” (Novak & Hoffman, 2019, p 216). While customers will be actively engaged in this process in both the real and virtual worlds, they will also be passively engaged through connected objects in their homes and workplaces. These devices have the ability to communicate amongst themselves and are therefore capable of better satisfying customer goals and needs (Verhoef et al., 2017). Subsequently, the connectivity and access provided by the IoT has the potential to reshape industry boundaries, even create new industries and business models, and redefine the traditional service provider-client relationship (Leminen, Rajahonka, Westerlund, & Wendelin, 2018). Conversely, it also has the power to strengthen relationships customers have with the technology itself (Jones, 2018) rather than brands using the technology. Ultimately, technology has now evolved to a level whereby the technology rather than firm representatives, is building connections and co-creating value with customers (Verhoef et al., 2017) thus enhancing the customer experience (Bolton et al., 2018).
Prior studies have established that consumers can form positive and meaningful relationships with inanimate objects (Belk 1988; Novak & Hoffman, 2019). However, recent research highlights that consumers are now building relationships with mediated and smart devices; statistics show that half a million customers have gone so far as to declare their love to Amazon’s Alexa (GeekWire, 2015). Consequently, branded technologies can now arbitrate consumers’ relationships with firms which infers that the strength of firm-customer relationships will be influenced by the relationship a customer has with a branded technology. Furthermore, automation technologies such chatbots and robotics also facilitate the building of human to non-human relationships (Chung, Ko, Joung, & Kim, 2018). Social networking sites incorporate AR and VR technologies, enhancing consumer-firm relationships through interactions with the firm and with other remote customers. This increases the potential for indirect interactions within the customer experience and further empowers the consumer in their relationships with firms. While the development of non-human to human relationships is largely under-researched, it represents an evolution in the nature of relationships between consumers and firms that looks set to continue as, for instance, socially intelligent robotics (robots which appear to have social qualities and display signs of empathy) emerge (Bolton et al., 2018). Consequently, we offer our fourth proposition:

**P4:** Consumers’ may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.
In order to build meaningful and strong relationships with customers, firms must participate effectively within a technologically-infused ecosystem to facilitate positive customer experiences (Trivedi, 2019). The success of this agenda, however, depends on a firm’s ability to better understand how smart and connected technologies impact the development and maintenance of consumer relationships. In particular, firms need to understand the role trust and commitment play in this dynamic (Boateng & Narteh, 2016). Recent discourse has focussed on the importance of trust in the digital environment acknowledging it as essential to relationship building (Briggs & Douglas, 2010; Brun, Rajaobelina, & Ricard, 2014). However, our understanding of how concepts like trust
operate in digital environments is poor, with little research considering the role of trust in a technologically-infused ecosystem.

The emergence of trust as a central concept for building relationships in an digital environment is not surprising given the remote nature of digital exchanges (Zhou, 2011a; Rice, 2012). More recently, trust has become increasingly important in the context of consumer privacy. As technology has become better at collecting customer data, to be stored, analyzed and disseminated as a means of influence purchasing behavior, customers become more suspicious of how their data is being used. Where trust is perceived as being undermined, trust friction can become problematic in digital environments. Friction arises in the presence of poorly managed infrastructures, inferior functionality, weak regulatory/legal requirements and poor data security, resulting in high levels of uncertainty (Chakravorti, Bhalla, & Chaturvedi, 2018). Consequentially, most current research focuses on institutional trust mechanisms to build trusting digital environments by providing structural assurances, enhancing perceptions of quality, security, privacy, ease of use and reputation (Zhou, 2011b). Other trust concepts such as levels of perceived risk are also central to managing customers’ concerns when engaging with technology, particularly smart technologies such as chatbots (Trivedi, 2019). The relationship between trust and perceived risk is positive in that increasing the former reduces the latter. However, prior research does not consider the role of trust relationship formation from a technology-infused perspective, preferring to examine trust in a specific technology context such as digital trust or AI trust. Consequentially, our current understanding of trust in an infused and connected ecosystem is fragmented and insufficient.

Moreover, the array of technologies available provides platforms for firms to act opportunistically. De Cremer, Nguyen, and Simkin (2016) argue that IoT practices can
“manifest behavior that damages or even destroys interfirm and customer relationships” (p 146). Furthermore, they suggest malicious and exploitative IoT practices relating to the collection of consumer data, the purposeful development of complex ecosystems to trap customers, confusing and difficult to understand contracts, contractual obligations embedded in ‘fine print’ and so on, can damage customer relationships. They call for more research into the dark-side behaviors of firms in IoT environments. While the ‘techlash’ effect still impacts how consumers view technology, research has shown that regardless of technology scandals such as Facebook and Cambridge Analytica, in 2019 trust in technology modestly increased while conversely trust in business sectors, educators and CEOs decreased (Edelman, 2019). To complicate the issue, the privacy paradox also suggests that while consumers grow increasingly concerned about privacy, they remain very willing to disclose vast amounts of personal information online. This leads us to our fifth and final proposition:

P5: As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.

Table 5 P5 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM Technology Driven</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposition 5</strong>&lt;br&gt;As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.</td>
<td>Trust in the digital ecosystem is a central concept in understanding how to effectively build and maintain consumer relationships within the digital ecosystem.</td>
<td>Boateng and Narteh, 2016, Briggs and Douglas, 2010; Brun et al., 2014, Zhou, 2011a Rice, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediated technologies will provide the potential for trust friction to emerge as</td>
<td>Chakravorti et al., 2018 De Cremer et al., (2016)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships. \[1\] consumers become suspicious of how their data and behaviour is being monitored, controlled and stored. \[2\] The role of institutional trust will continue to develop in digital ecosystems but will require integration with trust theory and concepts to gain a complete understanding of how trust is fostered in digital environments. \[3\]

**Implications for Practice and Future Research**

In this section, we set out the implications of the five propositions from our earlier discussions for firms involved in RM practices. This is followed by a research agenda (see Table 6) to advance the future generation of impactful knowledge by scholars regarding the theory and practice of RM. Firm-oriented definitions of relationships stress their mutual benefits to customers and firms (Gummerus et al., 2017). However, relationship marketers need to acknowledge the consumer’s pursuit of personal benefit through experience as central to a successful relationship building strategy. Therefore, we propose that a definition of RM is required which is customer-led and conceptualized from a CE/technology lens: *RM is a means of initiating, accumulating and, where necessary, discontinuing direct and indirect interactions between parties embedded in complex, dynamic and technologically-infused ecosystems, where those interactions evoke valued experiences.*

Firms need to be aware of the diversity of interaction and subsequent response which, for the consumer, will dictate whether a relationship exists as well as whether it is perceived as positive. This involves recognizing meaningful responses from consumers who are actively engaged e.g. adding content to a brand’s feed on Instagram, rather than treating all responses as important e.g. a ‘like’ on Facebook. However, some of these
responses may be complex and difficult to capture, for example, Keiningham et al. (2017) argue that customer commitment cannot be measured objectively since it is influenced by the customer’s perception of their experience as well as the type of commitment which the brand is trying to develop (affective, economic etc.). RM studies have often used customer retention or relationship continuity intention (Palmatier et al., 2006) as relationship outcomes, which do not necessarily represent the consumer’s acknowledgement that the relationship exists. Consequently, we argue that firms need to monitor relationship measures which reflect consumer advocacy such word of mouth (Sundermann, 2018) and customer citizenship behavior (Curth, Uhrich, & Benkenstein, 2014). These measures also take into account that consumers are influenced by and influence other consumers. Subsequently firm-led interactions should include encouraging C2C exchanges to reach their target audiences.

Technology plays a key role in driving customer interactions and enabling their experiences, and its impact is set to grow. This is starkly evident in, for instance, the automotive industry where cars are being developed to respond to drivers ‘moods’ by adjusting settings which alter the lighting, music and temperature within the car through accessing real time sensory data. Technology is also vital in monitoring consumer responses in real time so the firm can respond quickly, thus increasing engagement and promoting positive interactions. Responses can be captured using AI, customer-facing camera technology, VR technology, software that analyzes facial expressions and rapidly developing mood detection systems. Customer responses should be gathered longitudinally and combined with relational measures such as share of wallet and more sensorial measures such as emotional responses, to get a holistic view of the relationship through the customer’s experience.
We also argue that firms need to invest in learning about how consumers integrate multiple platforms and how they create personal value through their interactions with technology. For example, mobile shopping apps can provide an opportunity for fun and play, deepening the consumer’s sense of self which impacts positively on the relationship with the brand (Scholz & Duffy, 2018) by building social capital in the customer’s personal network (Tynan et al., 2014). Furthermore, as consumers move between human and non-human interactions, firms need to understand the infrastructure required so that this is a seamless transition, avoiding disruption to the customer experience. They must consider the impact of the diversity of interactions on brand consistency and the impact of technology failure or shortcomings on the consumer’s relationship with the brand (Scholz & Duffy, 2018). Through the technology ecosystem, the brand has the potential to become more meaningful as a relationship partner to the consumer through its association with their unique experience.

However, firms need to acknowledge that the consumer may believe their relationship to be with the branded technology (the AR shopping app or the intelligent personal assistant) and not the firm itself. This adds a new layer to RM theory that has not yet been considered: the role branded mediated technologies play in firm-customer relationship development. In effect, there may be a positive or negative halo effect from the customer’s relationship with the branded technology device to the firm-customer relationship, which is being facilitated through the device. Such branded devices therefore add a new dynamic to relationship formation and maintenance. Furthermore, such technologies increase customer control and empower their choices while the firm can use the data collected through these intermediaries to better understand the consumer experience and form more meaningful relationships. In this environment, B2B
relationships operating at the back end of the mediated technology will be foundational in developing B2C relationships.

Finally, firms need to understand how consumers perceive risk and how their concerns around issues such as privacy and data security impact their experience. In this uncertain and complex world, RM constructs such as trust and commitment will give relationships an added value. However, there is currently little knowledge available on how these constructs operate in this technology-infused ecosystem. Nevertheless, firms need to make sure that they do not act opportunistically in managing consumers’ data as unethical use of IoT practices can damage or even terminate the customer-firm relationship (De Cremer et al., 2016).

Emerging from the previous discussions, we offer the following research questions aligned with our propositions, to help researchers advance impactful knowledge to progress the theory and practice of RM.

Table 6. Research Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.</td>
<td>• When does a CE become a perceived relationship: is there a critical number, type or intensity of response that results in the consumer perceiving a connection with a firm? • What are the triggers of relationship termination from the perspective of the consumer i.e. what CE encourages them to disconnect? • Are CE and RM complementary constructs facilitated by technology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.</td>
<td>• Do consumers attach different levels of importance to firm-led vs consumer-led or C2C interactions: which leads to the most valued responses driving the stronger relationships? • Which tools/interactions are most effective in value creation in different contexts e.g. retail vs healthcare, where consumers have varying levels of autonomy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How does the social sharing of value consumers create from firm interactions lead to a stronger perceived relationship with the firm?

- What role does technology play in value cocreation?
- What value do customers seek when engaging with firms through technology – sensorial, utilitarian, economic etc?
- How does a technology-infused ecosystem enhance/undermine firm-customer relationships?

P4: Consumers may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.

- To what extent are consumers aware of the firm behind the technology? Could corrupt firms or those which are negatively perceived use technology to obscure their identity from consumers?
- How can firms maintain a meaningful presence, have brand visibility/consistency and cater for those consumers who still require a human touch? Does this increase operational costs i.e. managing a dual business model which has human-human and human-non-human interactions?
- Is there a transference effect present between branded-mediated devices and firm-customer relationships?

P5: As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.

- Are consumers aware of what is happening to their data as they interact online: how does this impact on their experience and relationship with the firm?
- What are the impacts of firms’ dark-side behaviors (such as trust breaches) on the consumer?
- How can trust be redefined and reconceptualized to reflect the way in which consumers are interacting and forming relationships in an infused and connected ecosystem?

Conclusion

RM has been criticized by researchers in recent years as being overly firm-focussed and slow to respond to the transformation of firm-consumer relationships through technology-driven customer empowerment. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to consider how RM can remain relevant in a marketplace where consumers seek greater autonomy. To this end, our paper’s aim was to reposition RM as customer led and
technology driven. Based on our analysis of recent literature, we generated five propositions which present possibilities for firms and researchers in leveraging an infused technology environment to enhance experience and build relationships. However, we argue that the tools we currently utilize, both theoretical and practical, are insufficient to tackle the expansiveness and exponential development of technology, which is changing the very fabric of how firms and customers engage. We posit that there is no silver bullet in response to this dilemma. As technology continues to develop at an alarming pace, the way forward is inevitably uncharted. Future success will require a process of strategic trial and error. Developing relationships in this new dynamic landscape requires a reimagining of what we currently know, and bravery to let go of the old and familiar, and embrace new solutions for an experiential and technology driven world.
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ABSTRACT

The study of Relationship Marketing (RM) has led to improved understanding and management of customer relationships. However, it has suffered recent criticism for firm-centricity, and for failing to address the impact of the technological revolution and resulting customer empowerment in firm-customer relationships. This paper addresses these limitations by reconceptualizing RM as consumer led, with firm interactions enabling consumers to create their own unique experiences and value through the increasing accessibility of innovative technologies. This, in turn, benefits the firm through reciprocated value and beneficial relationship outcomes. We critically review extant knowledge and derive five propositions about firm-customer relationships. These propositions form the basis of managerial implications and a research agenda to better understand the impact of technologies and customer experience on RM.
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Introduction

The emergence of relationship marketing (RM) as a field of study has led to an improved understanding and management of customer relationships (Zhang, Watson, Palmatier, & Dant, 2016), a shift from transactional marketing to an era of relationships (Coviello, Brodie, & Munro, 1997), and permanent changes for marketing practice (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, & Evans, 2006). RM is now an established field of research, focusing on the generation of knowledge relating to the initiation, maintenance and enhancement of
mutually beneficial relationships between customers and firms (Gummerus, von Koskull, & Kowalkowski, 2017).

Recent commentary, however, has challenged the extent to which RM research continues to drive truly impactful advances in knowledge. O’Malley (2014) asserts that RM research perpetuates a management-orientation, which views customers as passive recipients rather than active agents in interactions and subsequent value creation. In this scenario, value is predefined by the firm and transferred to the customer at the point of delivery (Zeithaml, 1988). This is in contrast with contemporary perspectives such as the customer-dominant logic, which conceptualizes value as arising from consumers’ embedding products, services and experiences within their daily lives (Heinonen and Strandvik, 2015). Within the RM literature, the value for the firm in building relationships with customers is clearly documented. For instance, Palmatier et al.’s (2006) meta-analytic framework of RM antecedents and mediators highlights outcomes of effective RM, such as customer loyalty and positive word of mouth communication. What is less evident within the RM literature, is where the value of relationships with firms lies for consumers. Tobaccowala and Jones (2018) suggest that customers are not interested in building relationships, but are only concerned with brands providing them with the products, services and experiences they need to achieve their goals. This perspective presents relationship marketing theory with a perplexing problem: how can it remain relevant in a marketplace where consumers seek greater autonomy?

Moreover, Payne and Frow (2017) observe that much RM research overlooks recent developments in technology and its impact on customers’ relationships with firms. Specifically, the ubiquity of smart connected devices alters both the context and dynamics of customer relationships with firms (Payne and Frow, 2017). Simultaneously, analysts predict that by 2020, there will be around 20.8 billion globally connected devices (Servion
Global Solutions, 2018) with individuals managing 85% of their relationships with firms without any human interaction (Gartner, 2011). Porter and Heppelmann (2015) add that smart, connected products mean engagement with customers involves a continuous open dialogue. They suggest that such devices are the conduit to delivering value because devices are connected, so relationships with customers are always ongoing. Additionally, the nature of interactions will move from traditional textual and/or visual communications to voice activated communications, facilitated through mediated devices (Jones, 2018). This shift from how relationships have been traditionally built inevitably requires firms to access more emotional, sensorial and social responses from customers.

Similarly, Hong and Wang (2009) argue that our understanding of the interplay between RM constructs such as trust and commitment requires reassessment. They add that as these technologies become ubiquitous, connected and seamless, they allow customers to build relationships with firms in the absence of a lengthy time period. Furthermore, social media technologies present fresh and dynamic ways for firms to connect with customers by improving interactions and building stronger relationships (Kim & Ko, 2012). However conversely, they inherently facilitate fact track style relationships which may be weaker in bond ties (Donath & Boyd, 2004) and subsequently easier to terminate. These trends have the potential to empower and embolden consumers, such that they take an increasingly active role in value creation (Balaji & Roy, 2017).

The exponential growth in technology presents marketers with abundant new opportunities to connect with consumers. However, it also creates abundant challenges around cultivating relationships as it further weakens the extent to which consumers can be thought of as ‘passive’ recipients of RM activities (O’Malley, 2014). It is therefore not surprising that a joint practitioner-academic consultation has identified “examining how the Internet of Things and smart services can enhance the customer experience and
influence relationships between customers and service providers” as a key area of focus (Ostom, Parasuraman, Bowen, Patricio, & Voss, 2015, p. 143). However, current RM theory has adopted a fragmented rather than holistic approach to understanding the role of technology in building customer relationships (Steinhoff, Arli, Weaven, & Kozlenkova, 2019). Consequentially, in order for RM to remain relevant in this dramatically changing landscape, more research is required which takes a customer led perspective on relationships. In addition, we need to acknowledge that technology is no longer the facilitator of firm to customer relationships but has become a primary relationship driver.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to conceptualize the extent to which RM can be repurposed as customer led, in order to strengthen its theoretical and practical position in a technology-centric landscape where consumers are empowered. This is needed to address the dominant firm-orientation within prior works (e.g. Palmatier et al., 2006). Correspondingly, it must also reflect the technological context within which marketplace relationships now exist. We achieve our aim in three main ways. First, we draw upon the customer experience construct and associated theory to reconceptualize RM by positioning the firm’s actions within the consumer’s world. Second, we integrate extant knowledge regarding the impact of technology on consumers’ experiences and subsequent relationships. Third, we present five key propositions derived from our review with corresponding supporting tenets from the extant literature. Fourth, we propose a new definition of RM based on our reconceptualization and expand our propositions into a renewed RM research agenda and managerial implications.
A customer experience view of relationship marketing

The benefits of building long-term customer relationships over discrete exchanges have been well documented since the 1980s (Berry, 1983; Dwyer, Schurr, & Oh, 1987). In the 1990s, researchers were hailing RM as a new paradigm shift (Grönroos, 1994; Coviello et al., 1997) and focusing on effective management of customer trust and commitment (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) and retaining customers through loyalty programmes (Hart, Smith, Sparks, and Tsokas, 1999). It was assumed that the firm was the active party driving the relationship and the customer was the passive recipient. However, in the late 1990s, the Experience Economy emerged based on offering customers desirable experiences as a way of building advantage through involving them in creating their own value (Pine & Gilmore, 1998). Recent literature has moved away from the functionality of building strong relationships to staging customer experiences (CE) which can have a transformative effect on customers (Kim, Beckman, & Agogino, 2018). Firms have recognized the importance of CE by employing dedicated CE managers and focusing on the large variety of touchpoints that comprise a customer’s journey with a firm (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). Trivedi (2019) observes that businesses now offer customers experiences to build strong relationships. Keiningham et al. (2017) argue that CE drives customers’ commitment to firms and is also influenced by customers’ evolving commitment throughout multiple or continued interactions.

Scholars define CE in multi-dimensional terms as encompassing customers’ cognitive, emotional, behavioral, sensorial and social responses to their interactions with firms, products or brands (Lemon & Verhoef, 2016). Interactions and associated responses accumulate over time, and include direct contacts with a firm, its representatives or its offering, and indirect interactions outside the control of the firm, such as discussing a firm with another customer, or reading a product review (Verhoef et al. 2009). The multiple
interactions comprising CE encompass many of the antecedents of effective RM, identified in prior studies as tools available to firms (Palmatier et al., 2006), such as marketing communications (Rosengren & Dahlén, 2015) and loyalty schemes (Meyer-Waarden, 2008). Other empirically established antecedents and mediators of effective RM activity by firms constitute customers’ responses to their interactions with the firm, be they cognitive, emotional, social or behavioral. For instance, Chai and Dibb (2014) highlight the impact of consumers developing cognitive and affective trust in their relationships with financial service providers. Moreover, positive CE and successful RM activity are understood to drive common benefits for the firm, such as loyalty, satisfaction, retention and positive word of mouth communication (Maklan & Klaus, 2011; Lemke, Clark, & Wilson, 2011).

Logically, then, applying a CE lens to the concept of a relationship between a consumer and a firm addresses the firm-centricity inherent in much RM research (O’Malley, 2014). It positions the relationship as a connection between the consumer and the firm that is perceived by the consumer rather than assumed by the firm. It results from the consumer’s direct and indirect interactions with the firm and their subsequent multi-dimensional responses. We therefore offer our first proposition:

**P1:** Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.
Table 1 P1 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Customer Led

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM as Customer Led</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 1 Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.</td>
<td>Creating superior experiences is a way of encouraging customers to interact with firms and build a relationship.</td>
<td>Verhoef et al. 2009 Scholz and Duffy, 2018 Scholz and Smith, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CE-enabled direct and indirect interactions between customers and firms builds more enduring consumer relationships.</td>
<td>Verhoef et al. 2009 Steinhoff et al. 2019 Trivedi, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consumers are willing to make the effort to engage with firms if these interactions lead to perceived benefits, which also creates beneficial outcomes for the firm such as satisfaction and loyalty.</td>
<td>Helkkula et al. 2012 Maklan and Klaus, 2011 Lemke et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Value is considered to be a central concept in the study and practice of relationship marketing (Payne & Holt, 2001). Earlier studies tend to focus on value to the firm (Payne & Holt, 2001; Grönroos, 2000), Customer value was assumed to be predetermined by the firm, deriving from the firm’s offering and activities (Helkkula, Kelleher, & Pihilström, 2012). As early as the late 1990s, the importance of identifying customer-driven customer value, by examining how customers use products in their own world, had been recognised (Woodruff, 1997). However, this was before the technologies were available to capture this data in real time. Customer value was initially based on economic value and utility of the product (Zeithaml, 1988). However as the interest in customer perceived value grew, it was conceptualized as a multidimensional and phenomenological concept which transcends economic value and includes emotional, sensorial and experiential elements (Helkkula et al. 2012; Tynan, McKechnie, & Hartley, 2014; Weidmann, Labenz, Haase, & Hennigs, 2017).
Customer experience provides a rich context for the multi-dimensional elements of value to be realized. Value in the experience has been conceptualized as both personal and social (Helkkula et al. 2012). While value can be uniquely subjective, it can also take the form of social capital which can be shared with others in a customer’s network. This relational dimension of social capital resides in relationship marketing concepts such as trust and trustworthiness (Naphiet & Ghoshal, 1998). Thus, social capital can be considered a value driver in consumer-firm relationships. The concept of value networks reflects that value is no longer contained within the firm-customer dyad but created and distributed within a wider ecosystem of firms, customers and other stakeholders (Helkkula et al. 2012) made more accessible through technology. Indeed, a complicating factor arises in an increasingly technological environment where, for example, social networking sites enable users to maintain weak relational ties quite easily, quickly and at little to no cost (Neves & Fonseca, 2015, Donath & Boyd 2004). This subsequently presents new challenges for establishing long term meaningful relationships with customers.

Within the value network, firms engage in targeted interactions with consumers, for example, through social media and relational communications. This contributes to the consumer’s overall experience and can lead to trusting relationships and customer loyalty for the organization (Ahuja & Alavi, 2018). The extent to which such interactions are viewed as representative of a relationship depends upon the consumers’ responses to both these and prior interactions. Consumers might, for instance, welcome firm-initiated contact and perceive it as cementing their relationship. Alternatively, such attempts at interaction might be ignored by consumers, perhaps because they feel no connection to the firm or have not experienced value in the relationship. Indeed, relationship value has mainly been studied as a phenomenon occurring in a business to business context
(Skarmeas, Zeriti, & Baltas, 2016; Ehret, 2004), perhaps implying that consumers do not seek value in relationships with firms. In order for consumers to perceive the relationship to exist, firms need to consider how to design interactions which enable customers to attain the most meaningful types of value for themselves. Consequently, we offer our second proposition:

**P2:** *Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 2</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.* | Firms can use multisensory marketing to create unique experiences which provide customer perceived value and brand strength. | Wiedmann et al. 2018  
Tynan et al. 2014  
Petit et al. 2019 |
| | When firms give tools to customers to create their own value, customers will reciprocate by giving value to the firm, thus creating a relationship based on mutual benefit. | Ahuja and Alavi, 2018  
Itani et al. 2019  
Scholz and Duffy, 2018 |
| | Customer-firm interactions take place within wider value networks which means that value from the experience is not only dyadic (between customer and firm) but can be shared across the network. | Helkkula et al. 2012  
Steinhoff et al. 2019  
Ehret, 2004 |

In the next section, we examine the different ways in which technology is impacting relationship marketing and put forward three further propositions for consideration.
Transforming relationship marketing in the technology-infused ecosystem

The increasing accessibility of technology is dramatically changing how consumers and firms interact in an integrated (physical, digital and social) service ecosystem (Bolton et al., 2018). Relatedly, research has tentatively explored the role of online relationship marketing (ORM) activities and how they might facilitate relationship marketing objectives (Boateng, 2019). However, despite the resultant advances in knowledge, focussing solely on ORM is in itself limiting. The pace of innovation has accelerated such that a seamless and connected ecosystem of distinct yet complementary technologies has emerged, through which customers can transform their experiences and control their relationships (Bolton et al., 2018).

Reflecting developments in technology, prior empirical works have explored the impact of novel technologies on the CE. For example, Tung and Au (2018) and Kuo Chen, & Tseng (2017) study tourists’ responses to their interaction with robots deployed in hotels while van Esch et al., (2019) and Balaji and Roy (2017) investigate the impact of augmented reality and the Internet of Things (IoT) on CE. Digital sensory marketing tools such as haptic devices can lead to affective reactions online and increased closeness between consumers and brands (Petit, Velasco, & Spence, 2019). This arguably enhances a firm’s ability to appeal to customers’ senses by stimulating them at points along their journey. Empirical studies of the impact of novel technologies on consumer-firm relationships are few, though nascent findings suggest potentially meaningful influences of technology on consumers’ perceptions of their relationships with firms (e.g. Camarero, Garrido, & San Jose, 2018).

Current knowledge is, however, limited by the focus within these studies on a single technology, rather than the ecosystem of integrated technologies available to consumers and marketers (Steinhoff et al., 2019). Marketers can capitalize on these technological
developments to add value to interactions, increase profitability and improve services (Wang, Head, & Archer, 2000). Itani, Kassar, and Correia Loureiro (2019) argue that as customer are social beings, they seek to effect social influence through the communities and networks in which they operate. Technology and digital ecosystems amplify a consumer’s ability to exert and maximise this social influence. Itani et al. (2019) further add that these networked relational interactions which present in the form of referrals and knowledge sharing, ultimately create value for both the customer and the firm. However, arguably, it is no longer sufficient to simply exploit technology to add value to the relationship (Kim et al., 2018). We contend that firms need to utilize technologies which are now integrated and infused (van Doorn et al., 2017), to transform consumers’ interactions by enabling active participation in the experience creation process, thus deriving our third proposition:

\[ P3: \text{The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM as Technology Driven</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Proposition 3**  
*The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.* | A more integrated technological environment changes how consumers are interacting with firms in the service ecosystem and how firms can achieve relational objectives. | Bolton et al., 2018  
Boateng, 2019 |
| Relationships are now built within the digital ecosystem whereby emergent integrated and connected technologies can transform customer experiences, | Bolton et al 2019  
Camarero et al., 2018 |
Developments in the digital ecosystem allows firms to add value to customer interactions and thus, improve relationships. (Wang et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2018)

As firms integrate novel technologies within their operations, the role of the firm within relationships evolves as elements of relationship development and management are increasingly delegated to technology-based applications (Lo & Campos, 2018). Traditional CRM systems that deploy intelligent technologies to guide firms around how best to develop and strengthen relationships with customers (Sheth, 2017), are being superseded by tools that autonomously determine and orchestrate those techniques. In this context, consumers will be building relationships with devices and objects that have “agency, autonomy, and authority” and therefore possess “their own unique capacities for interaction” (Novak & Hoffman, 2019, p 216). While customers will be actively engaged in this process in both the real and virtual worlds, they will also be passively engaged through connected objects in their homes and workplaces. These devices have the ability to communicate amongst themselves and are therefore capable of better satisfying customer goals and needs (Verhoef et al., 2017). Subsequently, the connectivity and access provided by the IoT has the potential to reshape industry boundaries, even create new industries and business models, and redefine the traditional service provider-client relationship (Leminen, Rajahonka, Westerlund, & Wendelin, 2018). Conversely, it also has the power to strengthen relationships customers have with the technology itself (Jones, 2018) rather than brands using the technology. Ultimately, technology has now evolved to a level whereby the technology rather than firm representatives, is building connections and co-creating value with customers (Verhoef et al., 2017) thus enhancing the customer experience (Bolton et al., 2018).
Prior studies have established that consumers can form positive and meaningful relationships with inanimate objects (Belk 1988; Novak & Hoffman, 2019). However, recent research highlights that consumers are now building relationships with mediated and smart devices; statistics show that half a million customers have gone so far as to declare their love to Amazon’s Alexa (GeekWire, 2015). Consequently, branded technologies can now arbitrate consumers’ relationships with firms which infers that the strength of firm-customer relationships will be influenced by the relationship a customer has with a branded technology. Furthermore, automation technologies such chatbots and robotics also facilitate the building of human to non-human relationships (Chung, Ko, Joung, & Kim, 2018). Social networking sites incorporate AR and VR technologies, enhancing consumer-firm relationships through interactions with the firm and with other remote customers. This increases the potential for indirect interactions within the customer experience and further empowers the consumer in their relationships with firms. While the development of non-human to human relationships is largely under-researched, it represents an evolution in the nature of relationships between consumers and firms that looks set to continue as, for instance, socially intelligent robotics (robots which appear to have social qualities and display signs of empathy) emerge (Bolton et al., 2018). Consequently, we offer our fourth proposition:

**P4:** Consumers’ may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.
### Table 4 P4 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 4</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consumers’ may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.</strong></td>
<td>New integrated technologies require a reassessment of the role of the firm within consumer relationships with aspects of the relationship becoming allocated to technology-based applications.</td>
<td>Lo and Campos, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationships will be built between consumers and devices that are increasingly self-sufficient, have agency and consequently, influence.</td>
<td>Novak and Hoffman, 2019, Verhoef et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers will use mediated and connected integrated technology to better direct and satisfy their relationships with firms which can redefine the terms of consumer relationships</td>
<td>Verhoef et al., 2017, Leminen et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship maintenance and growth will operate between human and non-human relationships</td>
<td>Chung et al., 2018, Bolton et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to build meaningful and strong relationships with customers, firms must participate effectively within a technologically-infused ecosystem to facilitate positive customer experiences (Trivedi, 2019). The success of this agenda, however, depends on a firm’s ability to better understand how smart and connected technologies impact the development and maintenance of consumer relationships. In particular, firms need to understand the role trust and commitment play in this dynamic (Boateng & Narteh, 2016). Recent discourse has focussed on the importance of trust in the digital environment acknowledging it as essential to relationship building (Briggs & Douglas, 2010; Brun, Rajaobelina, & Ricard, 2014). However, our understanding of how concepts like trust
operate in digital environments is poor, with little research considering the role of trust in a technologically-infused ecosystem.

The emergence of trust as a central concept for building relationships in an digital environment is not surprising given the remote nature of digital exchanges (Zhou, 2011a; Rice, 2012). More recently, trust has become increasingly important in the context of consumer privacy. As technology has become better at collecting customer data, to be stored, analyzed and disseminated as a means of influence purchasing behavior, customers become more suspicious of how their data is being used. Where trust is perceived as being undermined, trust friction can become problematic in digital environments. Friction arises in the presence of poorly managed infrastructures, inferior functionality, weak regulatory/legal requirements and poor data security, resulting in high levels of uncertainty (Chakravorti, Bhalla, & Chaturvedi, 2018). Consequently, most current research focuses on institutional trust mechanisms to build trusting digital environments by providing structural assurances, enhancing perceptions of quality, security, privacy, ease of use and reputation (Zhou, 2011b). Other trust concepts such as levels of perceived risk are also central to managing customers’ concerns when engaging with technology, particularly smart technologies such as chatbots (Trivedi, 2019). The relationship between trust and perceived risk is positive in that increasing the former reduces the latter. However, prior research does not consider the role of trust relationship formation from a technology-infused perspective, preferring to examine trust in a specific technology context such as digital trust or AI trust. Consequentially, our current understanding of trust in an infused and connected ecosystem is fragmented and insufficient.

Moreover, the array of technologies available provides platforms for firms to act opportunistically. De Cremer, Nguyen, and Simkin (2016) argue that IoT practices can
“manifest behavior that damages or even destroys interfirm and customer relationships” (p 146). Furthermore, they suggest malicious and exploitative IoT practices relating to the collection of consumer data, the purposeful development of complex ecosystems to trap customers, confusing and difficult to understand contracts, contractual obligations embedded in ‘fine print’ and so on, can damage customer relationships. They call for more research into the dark-side behaviors of firms in IoT environments. While the ‘techlash’ effect still impacts how consumers view technology, research has shown that regardless of technology scandals such as Facebook and Cambridge Analytica, in 2019 trust in technology modestly increased while conversely trust in business sectors, educators and CEOs decreased (Edelman, 2019). To complicate the issue, the privacy paradox also suggests that while consumers grow increasingly concerned about privacy, they remain very willing to disclose vast amounts of personal information online. This leads us to our fifth and final proposition:

**P5: As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.**

Table 5 P5 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM Technology Driven</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Proposition 5**  
As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships. | Trust in the digital ecosystem is a central concept in understanding how to effectively build and maintain consumer relationships within the digital ecosystem. | Boateng and Narteh, 2016, Briggs and Douglas, 2010; Brun et al., 2014, Zhou, 2011a, Rice, 2012 |
| Mediated technologies will provide the potential for trust friction to emerge as | Chakravorti et al., 2018 De Cremer et al., (2016) |
experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.

| consumers become suspicious of how their data and behaviour is being monitored, controlled and stored. |
| The role of institutional trust will continue to develop in digital ecosystems but will require integration with trust theory and concepts to gain a complete understanding of how trust is fostered in digital environments. |
| Zhou, 2011b Trivedi, 2019 |

**Implications for Practice and Future Research**

In this section, we set out the implications of the five propositions from our earlier discussions for firms involved in RM practices. This is followed by a research agenda (see Table 6) to advance the future generation of impactful knowledge by scholars regarding the theory and practice of RM. Firm-oriented definitions of relationships stress their mutual benefits to customers and firms (Gummerus et al., 2017). However, relationship marketers need to acknowledge the consumer’s pursuit of personal benefit through experience as central to a successful relationship building strategy. Therefore, we propose that a definition of RM is required which is customer-led and conceptualized from a CE/technology lens: *RM is a means of initiating, accumulating and, where necessary, discontinuing direct and indirect interactions between parties embedded in complex, dynamic and technologically-infused ecosystems, where those interactions evoke valued experiences.*

Firms need to be aware of the diversity of interaction and subsequent response which, for the consumer, will dictate whether a relationship exists as well as whether it is perceived as positive. This involves recognizing meaningful responses from consumers who are actively engaged e.g. adding content to a brand’s feed on Instagram, rather than treating all responses as important e.g. a ‘like’ on Facebook. However, some of these
responses may be complex and difficult to capture, for example, Keiningham et al. (2017) argue that customer commitment cannot be measured objectively since it is influenced by the customer’s perception of their experience as well as the type of commitment which the brand is trying to develop (affective, economic etc.). RM studies have often used customer retention or relationship continuity intention (Palmatier et al., 2006) as relationship outcomes, which do not necessarily represent the consumer’s acknowledgement that the relationship exists. Consequently, we argue that firms need to monitor relationship measures which reflect consumer advocacy such word of mouth (Sundermann, 2018) and customer citizenship behavior (Curth, Uhrich, & Benkenstein, 2014). These measures also take into account that consumers are influenced by and influence other consumers. Subsequently firm-led interactions should include encouraging C2C exchanges to reach their target audiences.

Technology plays a key role in driving customer interactions and enabling their experiences, and its impact is set to grow. This is starkly evident in, for instance, the automotive industry where cars are being developed to respond to drivers ‘moods’ by adjusting settings which alter the lighting, music and temperature within the car through accessing real time sensory data. Technology is also vital in monitoring consumer responses in real time so the firm can respond quickly, thus increasing engagement and promoting positive interactions. Responses can be captured using AI, customer-facing camera technology, VR technology, software that analyzes facial expressions and rapidly developing mood detection systems. Customer responses should be gathered longitudinally and combined with relational measures such as share of wallet and more sensorial measures such as emotional responses, to get a holistic view of the relationship through the customer’s experience.
We also argue that firms need to invest in learning about how consumers integrate multiple platforms and how they create personal value through their interactions with technology. For example, mobile shopping apps can provide an opportunity for fun and play, deepening the consumer’s sense of self which impacts positively on the relationship with the brand (Scholz & Duffy, 2018) by building social capital in the customer’s personal network (Tynan et al., 2014). Furthermore, as consumers move between human and non-human interactions, firms need to understand the infrastructure required so that this is a seamless transition, avoiding disruption to the customer experience. They must consider the impact of the diversity of interactions on brand consistency and the impact of technology failure or shortcomings on the consumer’s relationship with the brand (Scholz & Duffy, 2018). Through the technology ecosystem, the brand has the potential to become more meaningful as a relationship partner to the consumer through its association with their unique experience.

However, firms need to acknowledge that the consumer may believe their relationship to be with the branded technology (the AR shopping app or the intelligent personal assistant) and not the firm itself. This adds a new layer to RM theory that has not yet been considered: the role branded mediated technologies play in firm-customer relationship development. In effect, there may be a positive or negative halo effect from the customer’s relationship with the branded technology device to the firm-customer relationship, which is being facilitated through the device. Such branded devices therefore add a new dynamic to relationship formation and maintenance. Furthermore, such technologies increase customer control and empower their choices while the firm can use the data collected through these intermediaries to better understand the consumer experience and form more meaningful relationships. In this environment, B2B
relationships operating at the back end of the mediated technology will be foundational in developing B2C relationships.

Finally, firms need to understand how consumers perceive risk and how their concerns around issues such as privacy and data security impact their experience. In this uncertain and complex world, RM constructs such as trust and commitment will give relationships an added value. However, there is currently little knowledge available on how these constructs operate in this technology-infused ecosystem. Nevertheless, firms need to make sure that they do not act opportunistically in managing consumers’ data as unethical use of IoT practices can damage or even terminate the customer-firm relationship (De Cremer et al., 2016).

Emerging from the previous discussions, we offer the following research questions aligned with our propositions, to help researchers advance impactful knowledge to progress the theory and practice of RM.

Table 6. Research Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P1: Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses. | - When does a CE become a perceived relationship: is there a critical number, type or intensity of response that results in the consumer perceiving a connection with a firm?  
- What are the triggers of relationship termination from the perspective of the consumer i.e. what CE encourages them to disconnect?  
- Are CE and RM complementary constructs facilitated by technology? |
| P2: Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm. | - Do consumers attach different levels of importance to firm-led vs consumer-led or C2C interactions: which leads to the most valued responses driving the stronger relationships?  
- Which tools/interactions are most effective in value creation in different contexts e.g. retail vs healthcare, where consumers have varying levels of autonomy? |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P3: The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating consumers’ their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.</th>
<th>• How does the social sharing of value consumers create from firm interactions lead to a stronger perceived relationship with the firm? • What role does technology play in value cocreation? • What value do customers seek when engaging with firms through technology – sensorial, utilitarian, economic etc? • How does a technology-infused ecosystem enhance/undermine firm-customer relationships?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P4: Consumers may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.</td>
<td>• To what extent are consumers aware of the firm behind the technology? Could corrupt firms or those which are negatively perceived use technology to obscure their identity from consumers? • How can firms maintain a meaningful presence, have brand visibility/consistency and cater for those consumers who still require a human touch? Does this increase operational costs i.e. managing a dual business model which has human-human and human-non-human interactions? • Is there a transference effect present between branded-mediated devices and firm-customer relationships?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5: As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships.</td>
<td>• Are consumers aware of what is happening to their data as they interact online: how does this impact on their experience and relationship with the firm? • What are the impacts of firms’ dark-side behaviors (such as trust breaches) on the consumer? • How can trust be redefined and reconceptualized to reflect the way in which consumers are interacting and forming relationships in an infused and connected ecosystem?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion**

RM has been criticized by researchers in recent years as being overly firm-focussed and slow to respond to the transformation of firm-consumer relationships through technology-driven customer empowerment. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to consider how RM can remain relevant in a marketplace where consumers seek greater autonomy. To this end, our paper’s aim was to reposition RM as customer led and
technology driven. Based on our analysis of recent literature, we generated five propositions which present possibilities for firms and researchers in leveraging an infused technology environment to enhance experience and build relationships. However, we argue that the tools we currently utilize, both theoretical and practical, are insufficient to tackle the expansiveness and exponential development of technology, which is changing the very fabric of how firms and customers engage. We posit that there is no silver bullet in response to this dilemma. As technology continues to develop at an alarming pace, the way forward is inevitably uncharted. Future success will require a process of strategic trial and error. Developing relationships in this new dynamic landscape requires a reimagining of what we currently know, and bravery to let go of the old and familiar, and embrace new solutions for an experiential and technology driven world.
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Tables

Table 1 P1 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Customer Led

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM as Customer Led</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposition 1</strong>&lt;br&gt;Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.</td>
<td>Creating superior experiences is a way of encouraging customers to interact with firms and build a relationship.</td>
<td>Verhoef et al. 2009&lt;br&gt;Scholz and Duffy, 2018&lt;br&gt;Helkkula et al. 2012&lt;br&gt;Maklan and Klaus, 2011&lt;br&gt;Lemke et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE-enabled direct and indirect interactions between customers and firms builds more enduring consumer relationships.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Verhoef et al. 2009&lt;br&gt;Steinhoff et al. 2019&lt;br&gt;Trivedi, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers are willing to make the effort to engage with firms if these interactions lead to perceived benefits, which also creates beneficial outcomes for the firm such as satisfaction and loyalty.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 P2 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Customer Led

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Propositions supporting the reconceptualization of RM as Customer Led</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proposition 2</strong>&lt;br&gt;<strong>Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.</strong></td>
<td>Firms can use multisensory marketing to create unique experiences which provide customer perceived value and brand strength.</td>
<td>Wiedmann et al. 2018&lt;br&gt;Tynan et al. 2014&lt;br&gt;Petit et al. 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When firms give tools to customers to create their own value, customers will reciprocate by giving value to the firm, thus creating a relationship based on mutual benefit.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahuja and Alavi, 2018&lt;br&gt;Itani et al. 2019&lt;br&gt;Scholz and Duffy, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer-firm interactions take place within wider value networks which means that value from the experience is not only dyadic (between customer and firm) but can be shared across the network.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Helkkula et al. 2012&lt;br&gt;Steinhoff et al. 2019&lt;br&gt;Ehret, 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 P3 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 3</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus facilitating their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.</td>
<td>A more integrated technological environment changes how consumers are interacting with firms in the service ecosystem and how firms can achieve relational objectives.</td>
<td>Bolton et al., 2018 Boateng, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationships are now built within the digital ecosystem whereby emergent integrated and connected technologies can transform customer experiences.</td>
<td>Bolton et al 2019 Camarero et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developments in the digital ecosystem allows firms to add value to customer interactions and thus, improve relationships.</td>
<td>Wang et al., 2000 Kim et al., 2018,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 P4 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition 4</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consumers’ may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities.</td>
<td>New integrated technologies require a reassessment of the role of the firm within consumer relationships with aspects of the relationship becoming allocated to technology-based applications</td>
<td>Lo and Campos, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationships will be built between consumers and devices that are increasingly self-sufficient, have agency and consequently, influence.</td>
<td>Novak and Hoffman, 2019, Verhoef et al., 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customers will use mediated and connected integrated technology to better direct and satisfy their relationships with firms which can redefine the terms of consumer relationships</td>
<td>Verhoef et al., 2017, Leminen et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship maintenance and growth will operate between human and non-human relationships</td>
<td>Chung et al., 2018 Bolton et al., 2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: P5 Reconceptualizing Relationship Marketing as Technology Driven

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Supporting tenets</th>
<th>Supporting literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proposition 5</td>
<td>Trust in the digital ecosystem is a central concept in understanding how to effectively build and maintain consumer relationships within the digital ecosystem.</td>
<td>Boateng and Narteh, 2016, Briggs and Douglas, 2010; Brun et al., 2014, Zhou, 2011a, Rice, 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mediated technologies will provide the potential for trust friction to emerge as consumers become suspicious of how their data and behaviour is being monitored, controlled and stored.</td>
<td>Chakravorti et al., 2018, De Cremer et al., (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The role of institutional trust will continue to develop in digital ecosystems but will require integration with trust theory and concepts to gain a complete understanding of how trust is fostered in digital environments.</td>
<td>Zhou, 2011b, Trivedi, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Research Agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposition</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1: Consumers’ perceived relationships with firms consist of enduring or repeated interactions with a firm, its representatives or its offering, which may be driven by the consumer in pursuit of valued cognitive, emotional, behavioral, social or sensorial responses.</td>
<td>• When does a CE become a perceived relationship: is there a critical number, type or intensity of response that results in the consumer perceiving a connection with a firm? • What are the triggers of relationship termination from the perspective of the consumer i.e. what CE encourages them to disconnect? • Are CE and RM complementary constructs facilitated by technology?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2: Firm interactions need to be designed to help consumers create their own value through experiences and this builds the consumers’ perceived relationship with the firm.</td>
<td>• Do consumers attach different levels of importance to firm-led vs consumer-led or C2C interactions: which leads to the most valued responses driving the stronger relationships? • Which tools/interactions are most effective in value creation in different contexts e.g. retail vs healthcare, where consumers have varying levels of autonomy? • How does the social sharing of value consumers create from firm interactions lead to a stronger perceived relationship with the firm?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3: The evolving technology ecosystem can assist in transforming consumers’ experiences, thus</td>
<td>• What role does technology play in value cocreation? • What value do customers seek when engaging with firms though technology – sensorial, utilitarian, economic etc?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
facilitating consumers’ their autonomous creation of value from their interactions and building stronger relationships between consumers and firms.

| P4: Consumers may form relationships with technology-based non-human firm representatives and intermediaries, rather than with firms themselves, meaning that the value a customer derives from a relationship will be contingent on their relationship with the relevant branded technology, reducing the control and influence firms have on relationship building activities. | • How does a technology-infused ecosystem enhance/undermine firm-customer relationships?

To what extent are consumers aware of the firm behind the technology? Could corrupt firms or those which are negatively perceived use technology to obscure their identity from consumers?

How can firms maintain a meaningful presence, have brand visibility/consistency and cater for those consumers who still require a human touch? Does this increase operational costs i.e. managing a dual business model which has human-human and human-non-human interactions?

Is there a transference effect present between branded-mediated devices and firm-customer relationships?

| P5: As smart and connected devices in both real and virtual worlds collect, analyze and disseminate consumer data at an unprecedented level, relationship constructs such as trust, commitment and perceived risk will become imperative to successful experience facilitation and enhanced consumer relationships. | • Are consumers aware of what is happening to their data as they interact online: how does this impact on their experience and relationship with the firm?

What are the impacts of firms’ dark-side behaviors (such as trust breaches) on the consumer?

How can trust be redefined and reconceptualized to reflect the way in which consumers are interacting and forming relationships in an infused and connected ecosystem? |
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Thank you for giving us the opportunity to revise our article. Please find in the table below our response to the changes requested by the reviewers.

Table of changes in response to reviewers’ comments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change requested</th>
<th>How the authors have responded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. This article has the initial idea that RM has not previously given much explanation regarding the role of technology in building company relationships with customers. Substantial disadvantage of this initial idea is that the author has not provided evidence or problems that have occurred from previous research related to this matter.</td>
<td>We have added an additional paragraph on page 4 based on further research and enhanced the subsequent paragraph on page 4/5 to outline the problems and these are further discussed on page 11. These explain in more depth the problems with previous research which has tended to focus on single technologies rather than seeing the range of technologies being used through the eye of the consumer as part of their holistic experience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Conceptualizing RM through a customer experience lens, focusing on consumers’ responses to their interactions with firms and the increasing accessibility of innovative technologies need to be sharpened. | We have added further content to sharpen the conceptualization of RM through a CE experience lens:  
- On pages 5-6, we have added a paragraph to discuss in more detail the progress from RM to CE in the literature.  
- On pages 8-9 we have added two further paragraphs which draw upon value in experience to underpin Proposition 2 with a stronger body of literature. Proposition 2 has also been rewritten to make it clearer.  
We have added further content to sharpen the conceptualization of RM through the increasing accessibility of innovative technologies:  
- We have added a new paragraph on page 11 and enhanced the content in the section on Transforming relationship marketing in the technology-infused ecosystem to make this clearer |
| 3. I think the author(s) need add a table for every proposition of summarize of pattern-matching dimensions of the framework with themes from the extant literature. The mapping literature will make this manuscript be better and legitimacy for knowledge contribution | We have added a table for each of the five propositions which gives the supporting tenets for that proposition and supporting literature.                                                                                                                                                                                                                     |
| 4. A lot of proof reading should be done and please check the grammars.          | We have proof read the article and checked the grammar. We have also simplified sentences which were over-complex and may have detracted from the reader’s understanding of the points being made.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 |